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 Project: MSAD 75 High School 

Date: December 21, 2017 at 5:00 p.m./Central Office 
Attendees: Athletic Sub-Committee 

Lyndon Keck, PDT Architects 
Jason Pollard, PE, CHA Sports 

Purpose: Athletic Sub-Committee Meeting  
 
These notes were taken by Lyndon Keck to the best of his ability.  If you find any corrections or 
errors please notify PDT Architects within seventy-two working (72) hours. 

 
  

Topic Agenda/Notes Action 

 1. Lyndon introduced Jason Pollard of CHA Sports out of Albany, NY. Then 
explained that PDT and Gorrill-Palmer had meet with Jason in the afternoon 
and worked on grading and dimensional issues for the track and the athletic 
field and that the purpose of this evening’s meeting was for Jason to share 
with the Athletic Sub-Committee CHA’s analysis of synthetic turf carpet and 
alternative infills to crumb rubber. It was also important to review the field 
event locations based on the CHA Sports group’s recommendations for 
possible changes. 

 

 2. Jason made a presentation on various types of synthetic turf carpet pile and 
explained the thee most commonly used turf configurations as the following: 

 Monofilament. Which is a single strand matrix. It looks the most like 
real grass, but is less durable than the slit film because of the nature 
of the single strand and the way it is woven into the backing. 

 Slit film. This has a mesh or matrix structure, it has been on the 
market longer and it lasts about 10% longer than monofilament. It is 
very durable and looks nicer at the end of its life cycle. 85% of the 
most recent fields that CHA works on use slit film mesh structure. 

 Dual fiber. Dual fiber is blend of monofilament and slit film. It’s been 
around about six years, so the actual longevity isn’t fully known yet. 
It tends to look nicer than slit film, but costs about 10% more than 
the slit film mesh. 

 

 

 3. There was discussion about how many sports would be played on the field 
as this would determine the pile height. The Athletic Sub-Committee stated 
that the field would need to be lined for soccer, football, lacrosse and field 
hockey. Jason explained that the pile height therefore would be a 
compromise height of approximately 2 inches to accommodate field hockey. 
Football tends to prefer a 2 ½” pile height which does not work well with field 
hockey ball movement. 
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 4. There was discussion about snow removal. There was discussion about 
CHA possibly writing the specifications to require the original manufacturer 
to provide a limited contract for surface and snow removal. Jason explained 
that he thought the service contracts were overly expensive, but if MSAD 75 
wanted to start with a limited service contract, the specifications could be 
written in that manner. 

 

 5. It was agreed that snow removal would have to be done by people that were 
trained how to remove snow and that they had to use the right equipment to 
prevent damage to the turf and excess movement of the infill material. 

 

 6. The question was asked about extra stock material. Jason said that typically 
their specification requires the supplier to provide two super sacks of extra 
infill material for use by the school district and any additional turf portions as 
requested for future repairs.  

 

 7. Jason explained that the slit film matrix tends to have less loss of infill than 
the monofilament. 

 

 8. Jason presented the CHA spreadsheet showing different types of alternative 
turf infills. Jason went through the list and talked about the comparative cost 
which he said are for comparative purposes only and should not be taken 
literally as the cost that would be quoted in a bid in Topsham, Maine. 

 

 9. The committee acknowledged that they would not consider crumb rubber or 
coated crumb rubber. They also acknowledged that they would not consider 
Nike Grind if chemical composition of the infill was not publicly shared with 
the public or health experts. 

 

 10. The committee agreed with Jason that coated sand looked too expensive. It 
requires a resilient pad and is relatively harder than the other infill material. 

 

 11. The committee discussed TPE which also needed the resilient pad and is 
relatively harder than chrome rubber or EPDM. 

 

 12. Jason made a brief presentation on organic infills. He said that CHA uses 
them most often out of the alternative infills and that there are several types. 
He would not recommend cork because it floats too easily, but he said that 
they’ve had good experience with coconut husk or rice hulls or a 
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combination of walnut and cork. He explained that each manufacturer has 
their own special organic mix. 

 13. There was a discussion about the need to provide water occasionally for the 
organics so they don’t dry out, shrink and crack. They do have good 
resiliency and they are recyclable. The organics do require a pad 
underneath which is approximately $1.00 per square foot and they do have 
slightly higher maintenance costs and slightly shorter life cycle costs. 

 

 14. There was a discussion about whether the specifications should be written 
around both organics and EPDM. In the end, the committee consensus was 
to go with EPDM only because it doesn’t need a pad, it’s a virgin material 
which shouldn’t have any petroleum or heavy metal composition. 

 

 15. The committee also unanimously agreed to proceed with slit film at a 2-inch 
height for the pile. 

 

 16. It was noted that all infills will have some loss of material over the years and 
that supplemental infill material would have to be added on an as needed 
basis.  This infill migration can happen more frequently if the turf field is 
plowed regularly.  

 

 17. Jason talked about the two testing methodologies used as industry 
standards for hardness and resilience. Those two systems are G-max and 
HIC. He explained that at install the manufacturer would be required to have 
a third party testing agency do a G-max or HIC test and that the products 
should test between 100 and 120. Jason said that 165 is considered a 
maximum on the G-max scale and that the field will be warranted to not 
exceed this level throughout the entire life span. He said that MSAD 75 
would probably want third party testing done in subsequent years such as 
the third year, fifth year, eighth year or the tenth year to confirm the 
resiliency of the field as it aged. 

 

 18. A committee member asked if there was any concern about freezing with the 
organic infills. There is no documented history of organics freezing or there 
being a problem with performance because of freezing. There was a 
discussion about alternating color panels with the synthetic turf. It doesn’t 
cost more and it does provide a very subtle difference. CHA will make a 
recommendation on the specification and present it to the Athletic Sub-
Committee in January. 
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 19. The discussion then moved to field event layouts and locations for support 
buildings. Jason explained that they might want to consider moving the track 
and field storage building to the other end of the track near the spectator 
entrance. After a brief discussion and explanation that track equipment was 
only moved once at the beginning of the season, it was agreed by the 
committee to keep the storage building on the northside of the track. 

 

 20. Jason explained that he would recommend extending the runout at the end 
of the finish line and consider shortening the set-up lanes on the north end of 
the sprint track. 

 

 21. The committee noted that the concession building/storage building was in 
the prime finish line of races. PDT and CHA agreed to look at alternate 
locations of the concession building. David Johnson, Jr. noted that he would 
still need an asphalt pad access from the service road regardless of where 
the storage/concession building was located. 

 

 22. Jason explained how he thought the committee should consider having the 
javelin and discus on the same multi-purpose practice field side of the track. 
There was a question about whether javelin could be safely used for state 
meets if it was on the same field as discus. Jason and CHA will investigate 
to see if they can be safely laid out. However, it was noted that javelin could 
always be moved to the softball field for very large state competitions. 
 

 

 23. There were questions about the alignment of the track surface and the 
synthetic turf. Jason explained that they would be at the same elevation and 
there should not be any tripping hazard moving between the two materials. 
Someone on the committee noted that they had seen a field where there 
was a 3 to 4-inch curb which looked like a serious tripping hazard. 

 

 24. There was a discussion about the location of the long jump and triple jump 
and whether they should be inside the track or left outside of the track. Geoff 
Godo, the Athletic Director, expressed a concern that the Maine State 
Principals Association wanted those events on the outside of the track if a 
school district was going to be hosting a state meet. Jason will show what 
CHA thinks is the most logical layout, send it to Geoff Godo and Geoff will 
forward it to the track and field representatives for Mt. Ararat as well as the 
Maine State Principals Association to get their input. Jason was open to 
either location. 

 

 25. There was a discussion about the right location for the scoreboard. It was 
agreed that it should stay on the north end of the track. There was a 
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discussion about the conduits under the track for running future electricity 
and data. 

 26. It was noted that there would be one central location on the west side 
between the track and west side of the turf field for water as well as a similar 
location between the track and the field for electricity and data 
communications. 

 

 27. Jason and CHA recommend that lines be no narrower than 4 inches. Their 
experience is that 2 or 1-inch lines do not hold up over time and that they 
pose tripping hazards. Jason said that the Athletic Sub-Committee needed 
to prepare a priority list for line overlap. CHA will follow the sub-committee’s 
recommendation. There was a brief discussion about track timing boards 
which are portable and where they would be located. There was also a 
discussion about the permanent scoreboard and if it would be able to be set 
up for displaying track times. 

 

 28. PDT asked about existing goal posts and if there was a base plate or sleeve. 
It was explained that the goalposts are mounted on the soccer goals and 
that there were no goalposts to be moved and that they would also need 
new soccer goals. CHA will specify new goalposts for the new field, but the 
owner will provide new soccer goals. There was a discussion about the size 
of the soccer field. Jason explained that he had drawn and would 
recommend a field that is 210 feet wide by 360 feet long. Apparently, Mt. 
Ararat’s soccer field is much narrower than the 210 feet that will be allowed 
by the fat track configuration. 

 

 29. There was brief discussion about the fencing that goes around the 
spectators and the track. Lyndon explained that the DOE was concerned 
that there was too much fencing and that they would not pay for all of the 
fencing that was presently shown the drawings. Jason stated that he 
recommended that there be a continuous fence around the track that’s 42 
inches high and that is 1 meter outside of Lane 8. He showed that there 
would not be a second fence on the north and northeast side of the track 
and that there would be a people gate to allow spectators to move to the 
north from the east side spectator seats. 

 

 30. Jason and CHA will try to have their recommendations back to the Athletic 
Sub-Committee in January with and expected total completion of the athletic 
drawings and specifications in early February. 

 

 31.  

END OF MEETING NOTES 
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 c: TBD  

 
 
 
 
 


